
WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, DC

ORDER NO. 5707

IN THE MATTER OF:

Investigation of Unauthorized
Common Control of MALEK
INVESTMENT, INC., Trading as
MONTGOMERY AIRPORT SHUTTLE,
WMATC No. 202, and MALEK
INVESTMENT OF VIRGINIA, INC.,
by ASSADOLLAH MALEKZADEH

Served September 22, 1999

Case No. MP-98-53

This investigation was initiated on September 25, 1998, in
Order No. 5419 for the purpose of determining whether respondents
violated Article XII, Section 3, of the Compact which provides that a
person controlling a carrier must obtain Commission approval to
acquire the stock of another carrier that operates in the Metropolitan
District.

We have completed our investigation and, as explained below,
have determined that respondents knowingly and willfully violated
Article XII, Section 3, of the Compact, Article XI, Sections 5, 6 and
11, of the Compact, and Commission Order No. 5419.

With this order we assess a civil forfeiture against all three
respondents, place WMATC Carrier No. 202 on probation, and deny a
petition to intervene filed by one of respondents' competitors.

1. BACKGROUND

On May 26, 1998, the Commission received a certificate of
insurance in the name of Malek Investment of VA, Inc., (Malek of
Virginia). The certificate listed the address of the insured as P. 0.
Box 8484, Gaithersburg, MD 20898-8484, which is the mailing address for
Malek Investment, Inc., trading as Montgomery Airport Shuttle, WMATC
Carrier No. 202. A preliminary investigation by Commission staff
revealed that Malek of Virginia was a Virginia corporation owned by
Assadollah Malekzadeh -- the president and sole shareholder of Carrier
No. 202 -- and that Malek of Virginia had been incorporated for the
purpose of transporting passengers between points in the Metropolitan
District, inside the Commonwealth of Virginia.;

r Pursuant to Commission Rule No. 22-07, the Commission takes

official notice that on May 27, 1998, the Commonwealth of Virginia,
Department of Motor Vehicles, issued to Malek Investment of Virginia,
Inc., Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity No. P-2643,
authorizing passenger service over irregular routes in the Cities of
Alexandria, Fairfax, Falls Church, Manassas, and Manassas Park,
Virginia, as well as the Counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Fauquier,
Loudoun, and Prince William, Virginia.



Staff suggested to respondents , orally on May 29, 1998, and in

writing on August 19 , 1998 , that they file an application under Article

XII, Section 3, of the Compact, requesting approval of Mr. Malekzadeh's

common ownership of both carriers . Respondents failed to acknowledge

staff ' s letter in writing , so we initiated an investigation in Order

No. 5419 . In order to determine whether respondents were in violation

of the Compact , we directed respondents to produce any and all records

in their possession, custody or control relating to transportation of

passengers for hire between points in the Metropolitan District during

the period beginning January 1, 1998, and ending September 25, 1998,

the date Order No. 5419 was issued . We also directed the corporate

respondents to produce lists of officers, directors , shareholders and

revenue vehicles , as well as some general corporate records.

Production was to be effected within thirty days.

Respondents failed to produce any documents, or otherwise

respond to Order No. 5419, within the time allowed. Accordingly, we

issued a second order on November 16, 1998 (Order No. 5450), giving

respondents thirty days to show cause why they should not be assessed

a civil forfeiture , and why Certificate No. 202 should not be

suspended or revoked , for their failure to comply with Order No. 5419.

After requesting several extensions of the filing deadline,

respondents eventually produced the documents specified in Order

No. 5419 and filed an application seeking a certificate of authority

for Malek of Virginia and Commission approval of Mr. Malekzadeh's

controlling ownership of the two carriers. Respondents have requested

that the documents they submitted in both proceedings be withheld from

public view on the ground that they contain commercially sensitive

information.

Protests to the application were filed by Washington Shuttle,

Inc., trading as SuperShuttle , WMATC Carrier No. 369, and the

Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority (MWAA ), on the grounds that

Malek of Virginia was not fit to receive a certificate of authority

and that common control of Malek of Virginia and Carrier No. 202 would

not be consistent with the public interest. Both protestants also

requested a hearing.

SuperShuttle has filed a petition to intervene in this

proceeding , arguing that intervention should be permitted " so that it

may assert its valid objections to Malek Investment , Inc.'s proposed

common control ." The petition is accompanied by a motion to

consolidate this proceeding with the application proceeding.

II. PETITION TO INTERVENE AND MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE

We note at the outset the absence of any third-party right

under the Compact to intervene in Commission-initiated investigations

-- a right once recognized in the Compact but no longer . Originally,

the Compact afforded to "interested persons reasonable opportunity for

hearing . . . in any investigation instituted upon complaint or upon

2
In re Malek Investment of Va ., Inc. , AP-99- 11, Order No. 5532,

(Feb. 23 , 1999).
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[the Commission ' s] own initiative."' That language was eliminated from

the Compact in 1990 , effective 1991.'

Deletion of language from a statute indicates legislative

intent to change the statute's meaning.5 We therefore conclude the

signatories intended to eliminate third-party intervention in

Commission-initiated investigations when they deleted the reference to

"interested parties " in 1990 . This construction is consistent with

the signatories ' overall reduction of procedural burdens as part of

the redesign of the Compact in 1990 and with the goal of preventing

competitors from shifting the battleground for market share to the

offices of the Commission.`

SuperShuttle cites Commission Rule No . 16 as its authority for

intervention . An agency rule is valid only to the extent consistent

with the statute under which it is promulgated .' Permitting

SuperShuttle ' s intervention in this proceeding would not be consistent

with the 1990 Compact amendments eliminating intervention in

Commission investigations.

Even in an application proceeding , leave to intervene will not

be granted where the averments in the petition are not reasonably

pertinent to the issues at hand or would unduly broaden them.' Most of

the allegations in the SuperShuttle petition fail both tests. For

example, SuperShuttle alleges that respondents have violated the

regulations of the Metropolitan Washington Airports Authority, the

District of Columbia Taxicab Commission , and the Virginia Department

of Motor Vehicles . Those allegations are not reasonably pertinent to

the issue of whether respondents have knowingly and willfully violated

the Compact and would unduly broaden this proceeding by raising

additional issues that in the first instance require resolution by the

agencies with primary jurisdiction.

SuperShuttle is not without means to seek redress of its

grievances against respondents under the Compact . The Compact still

3 Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Regulation Compact, Pub. L.

No. 86-794 , § 1, 74 Stat . 1031, tit. II , art. XII, § 13(c) (1960)

[hereinafter Original Compact].

' Compare id . with Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Regulation

Compact , Pub. L . No. 101- 505, § 1, 104 Stat. 1300, tit. II, art. XIII,

§ 1(d) (1990 ) [ Compact ] ( granting express hearing right to respondent

only).
s
National Ass' n of Broadcasters v. Librarian of Congre= , 146 F.34

907, 919 (D.C. Cir . 1998 ) ( citing In ra Rpquest for Assistance , 848

F.2d 1151 , 1154 (11th Cir. 1988 ), cart , denied sub nom. Azar v.

Minister of Legal Affairs , 488 U.S. 1005 ( 1989 )); Chertkof v. United

States , 676 F.2d 984, 987 ( 4th Cir. 1982).

6 inrI
No. AP-96- 13, Order No . 4996 at 3-4 & 8 (Jan. 8, 1997 ) ( discussing

same).

7 Unwed Sees v . Larionoff , 431 U.S. 864, 873 , 97 S. Ct. 2150,

2156 (1977).

' Commission Rule No. 16-04.

L ]a re wasningzon
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recognizes the right of third parties -- even competitors -- to file
complaints."

The petition to intervene will be dismissed accordingly,
rendering moot the motion to consolidate . If SuperShuttle believes
this order does not fully address its concerns about respondents`
conduct under the Compact , SuperShuttle may exercise its statutory
right to file a complaint under Commission Rule No. 10.

III. FINDINGS OF VIOLATIONS UNDER THE COMPACT

First , we find no good cause for respondents ' initial disregard
of Order No . 5419 . Many of the documents eventually produced by
respondents appear to have been in respondents' possession since
before September 25, 1998, the date Order No . 5419 was issued. There
is no indication in the record that any of the documents ultimately
tendered by respondents could not have been produced prior to
November 16, 1998, the date Order No. 5450 was issued . In short,
respondents have offered no excuse for not complying with Order
No. 5419 in a timely fashion.

Second, we find that Malek of Virginia has violated Article XI,
Section 6, of the Compact , which states that a person may not engage
in transportation subject to the Compact unless there is in force a
certificate of authority issued by the Commission authorizing the
person to engage in that transportation . Among the documents produced
by respondents is a daily reservations log for Malek of Virginia
spanning the period from June 15, 1998, through December 31, 1998.
The log shows that Malek of Virginia conducted daily trips between
points in the Metropolitan District throughout the covered period.
The vast majority of those trips were conducted between points in
Montgomery County, Maryland , and either Ronald Reagan Washington
National or Washington-Dulles International Airports and thus fall
under our jurisdiction . Malek of Virginia has never held any WMATC
operating authority.

Third, we find that Mr . Malekzadeh has violated Article XII,
Section 3(a)(iii), of the Compact .. Commission records show that
Mr. Malekzadeh has controlled WMATC Carrier No. 202 since before 1992,
when it acquired operating authority from this Commission. The
documents produced by respondents pursuant to Order No. 5419 show that
Mr. Malekzadeh acquired control of Malek of Virginia as president,
sole director and sole shareholder, in June 1997 . Those documents
also show that Malek of Virginia has been operating as a passenger
carrier in the Metropolitan District since at least June 15, 1998.
Once Mr . Malekzadeh acquired control over Malek of Virginia, he was
obligated under the Compact to obtain Commission approval before
permitting Malek of Virginia to operate as a passenger carrier for
hire in the Metropolitan District outside Virginia.

Finally , we find that Carrier No. 202 has violated Article XI,
Section 5 (b), of the Compact , which states that each authorized
carrier shall observe and enforce Commission regulations. Photographs
filed by SuperShuttle in the application proceeding , the authenticity

9 Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 1(a). Commission Rule No. 10 sets
forth the requirements for formal complaints.
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of which is not in dispute, show Malek of Virginia's vehicle no. 512
with "WMATC 202" displayed on its exterior.10 Article XI, Section
11(b), of the Compact provides that a carrier may not use another
carrier's operating authority. As the sole officer of Carrier
No. 202, Mr. Malekzadeh's failure to ensure that Malek of Virginia's
vehicles do not display Carrier No. 202's WMATC identification number
is a failure of Carrier No. 202 to comply with Article XI, Section
11(b), of the Compact."

IV. ASSESSMENT OF FORFEITURE AND PROBATION

Once the Commission finds a person has violated the Compact,
the Commission may issue an order compelling compliance and effecting
other just and reasonable relief.12 A person that knowingly and
willfully violates a, provision of the Compact is subject to a civil
forfeiture of not more than $1,000 for the first violation and not
more than $5,000 for each subsequent violation." Each day of the
violation counts as a separate violation.'' The Commission may suspend
or revoke a certificate of authority for a carrier's willful failure
to comply

15
with the Compact or an order or regulation issued

thereunder. The term "knowingly" means with perception of the
underlying facts, not that such facts establish a violation.16 The
terms "willful" and "willfully" do not mean with evil purpose or
criminal intent but, rather, purposely or obstinately, with
intentional disregard or plain indifference.

The record in this case plainly demonstrates the willfulness of
respondents' actions. Because Mr. Malekzadeh controls the two
corporate respondents, we focus on his conduct. Prior to the
inexcusable disregard of order No. 5419, Mr. Malekzadeh was presented
with an opportunity to obey the Compact on three occasions and
disregarded his duty each time.

10
The photographs also show vehicle no. 512 displaying Carrier

No. 202's trade name, "MONTGOMERY AIRPORT SHUTTLE," and advertising

"DOOR TO DOOR" service in "MARYLAND VIRGINIA WASHINGTON DC."

11
Similarly, the documents produced by respondents in this

proceeding show that the corporate respondents have been sharing the
same mailing address since March 10, 1998, and that Malek of
Virginia's books have been kept at the offices of Carrier No. 202
since then, as well. These carriers have shared the same office
manager since at least November 23, 1998. A WMATC carrier cannot
stand by idly while an affiliate operates in such close proximity
without the necessary certificate of authority, tariff and proof of
insurance required by the Commission's regulations.

12
Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 1 (e) .

13 Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 6(f).

14 Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 6(f).
15

Compact, tit. ii, art. XI, § 10(c).
1B rn -fa A, i Ann4mll_ = + /a P $rMond rs/T. a

No. MP-95-18, Order No. 4762 (Feb. 8, 1996); In re Mustang Tours,
Inc. , No. MP-93-42, Order No. 4224 (Dec. 15, 1993).

1'
Order No. 4762; Order No. 4224.
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First , as president and sole shareholder of Carrier No. 202,
Mr. Malekzadeh is charged with the knowledge that common control of
two or more carriers operating in the Metropolitan District requires
Commission approval before the fact . 1e Moreover , once Malek of
Virginia ' s vans began transporting passengers between Montgomery
County, Maryland, and the two airports in northern Virginia in June of
1998, Mr. Malekzadeh had to know Malek of Virginia was violating the
Compact by operating without a WMATC certificate of authority. At
that point , Malek of Virginia was doing precisely what Carrier No. 202
was doing under itl WMATC certificate of authority.

Second, once Commission staff advised Mr. Malekza'deh^ in August
of 1998 that Malek of Virginia had come under the Commission's
scrutiny, due diligence required that he ensure Malek of Virginia's
compliance with the Compact; yet, Malek of Virginia' s reservations log
shows the violations continued uninterrupted.

Third, our initiation of a formal investigation of
Mr. Malekzadeh and his two companies in September of 1998 should have
put Mr. Malekzadeh on notice that the Commission was concerned his
companies were violating the Compact. Mr. Malekzadeh evidently paid
no heed and permitted Malek of Virginia to continue operating in the
Metropolitan District without a WMATC certificate of authority and
with Carrier No. 202's WMATC identification displayed on its vans.

We cannot think of three clearer examples of intentional
disregard for and plain indifference toward the Compact.

We will assess three civil forfeitures against respondents,
jointly and severally . We assess the first at $500 for respondents'
knowing and willful failure to timely respond to Order No . 5419. We
assess the second at $500 for respondents ' knowing and willful
violation of Article XII, Section 3, of the Compact. We assess the
third at $250 per day's for 200 days , for a total of $50,000, for
respondents ' knowing and willful violations of Article XI, Sections 5,
6, and 11, of the Compact from June 15, 1998 , through December 31,
1998 . We will suspend all but $15,000, of the third assessment in
recognition of respondents ' production of the inculpatory reservations
log. Failure to pay the net combined forfeiture of $16,000 in a
timely fashion shall result in reinstatement of the full combined
forfeiture of $51,000.

ie

Presidential Limo. Serv ., Inc. ,
1996).

enL1a.L t10

. MP-95 -82, Order No . 4774 ( Feb. 27,

19
£ Order No. 5350 ( operating without authority assessed at $250

per day ); Order No . 4774 (same ); Order No. 4762 ( same); Order No. 4224
(same) .

20 While respondents were dilatory in their response to Order
No. 5419 , they ultimately surrendered Malek of Virginia ' s reservations
log. We have reduced civil forfeitures in the past in recognition of a
respondent ' s cooperation with our investigation . e.g. , Order
No. 4762 (discussing same).
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Although our findings also support suspension of Certificate of
Authority No. 202, it is evident from that carrier's annual report and
the documents filed in this proceeding and Case No . AP-99-1l , that a
significant number of passengers rely on Carrier No. 202 for lawful
transportation to and from local airports . Shutting down Carrier
No. 202 would have a profound effect on their travel plans.
Considering the tangential nature of Carrier No. 202 's offenses, we
believe that probation is a more appropriate sanction.2}

V. REQUEST FOR CONFIDENTIALITY

Respondents have requested that the Commission treat the
documents produced in this proceeding as confidential business
records . We will grant respondents ' request in part . Some of the
records submitted by respondents (bank records , tax returns, Carrier
No. 202 's financial statements ) are not pertinent to our investigation
and shall be returned to respondents . The others are both pertinent
and non-confidential and shall be retained in the public record. The
reservations log shall be retained in redacted form to protect
passenger identities and phone numbers.

Respondents may reclaim the nonpertinent/nonredacted records
once this proceeding , including any appeals, has terminated.

THEREFORE , IT IS ORDERED:

1. That the Petition to intervene and Motion to Consolidate
filed by SuperShuttle are hereby denied.

2. That respondents ' request for confidential treatment of
business records is granted to the extent described above.

3. That unless and until otherwise ordered, Malek of Virginia
shall cease operating in the Metropolitan District outside Virginia.

4. That Malek of Virginia is hereby ordered to remove all
indicia of WMATC operating authority from those vehicles not leased to
Carrier No. 202 and present them for inspection by Commission staff
within thirty days.

5. That unless and until otherwise ordered, Carrier No. 202
and Assadollah Malekzadeh shall not consolidate or merge any part of
the ownership , management, or operation ofCarrier No. 202's property
or franchise with any other carrier, including Malek of Virginia, or
permit such consolidation or merger to continue, in violation of
Article XII , Section 3(a)(i), of the Compact.

6. That Carrier No. 202 is hereby ordered to file a list of
its revenue vehicles and present them for inspection by Commission
staff within thirty days.

ai
In re Double Decker Bus Tours , W.D.C Inc. , No. AP-95-21,

Order No. 4 730 ( Jan. 4, 1996 ) ("vATC applicant placed on probation
where affiliate guilty of regulatory violations), aff'd , Old Tom
Tro ley Tours of Washington . Inc ., v. WMATC , 129 F . 3d 201 ( D.C. Cir.
1997) .
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7. That respondents shall pay to the Commission within thirty

days of the date of this order , by money order , certified check, or

cashiers check, the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000), for

knowing and willful violations of the Compact and Order No. 5419.

8. That the full combined forfeiture of $51 , 000 shall stand

reinstated and become immediately due and payable upon respondents'

failure to timely pay the net combined forfeiture of $16,000.

9. That Carrier No. 202 is hereby placed on probation for 180

days.

10. That a subsequent finding that Carrier No. 202 has

willfully violated the Compact , or the Commission ' s rules, regulations

or orders thereunder , during the period of probation shall constitute

grounds for suspension and/or revocation of Certificate No. 202,

regardless of the nature and severity of the violation.

BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMISSION ; COMMISSIONERS ALEXANDER , LIGON, AND

MILLER:
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